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REALIZING THE MARIST PROJECT

-"WE GO WHERE OTHERS DON'T GO"- [Jean Claude Colin]
REFERENTIAL FRAMEWORK: Our Mission and Marist charism
-Presence (Like Mary at Cana and at the foot of the Cross)
-Action (Healing, welcoming and embracing like Jesus in his ministry 'Doing good')
TOWARDS A NEW DIRECTION
This presence and action promote the Mysticism, Spirituality and Synodality that
characterize the church model that we want to build in the following scenarios
SCENARIOS
1.- Existing CEBs [Base Church Communities]
2.- Youth- protagonists for life
3.- New opportunities
4.- Social organizations and popular movements
5.- Weaving Networks
CONCRETE ACTIONS
1st SCENARIO - CEBs on the move
1.- Scheduled visits
2.- A spiritual retreat and a workshop for animators
3.- Zonal/diocesan meetings of CEBs
4.- Scheduled meetings of animators
5.- Animation team meeting
6.- Days of insertion into specific communities
2nd SCENARIO – Youth- protagonists for life
1.- Monthly meeting
2.- Identify and invite new participants
3.- Because of the bonds of friendship, in some communities, we invite young people to
enter the round
4.- Two general gatherings during the year

3rd SCENARIO - New opportunities
1.- Visits to homes in peri-urban neighborhoods, to get in touch with their reality and listen
to their hopes
2.- Resume contacts with parish priests who expressed their openness to the CEBs and
cultivate a spirit of mutual collaboration
4th SCENARIO - Social organizations and popular movements
1.- Identify these existing departmental, national and international instances
2.- After discernment, initiate contact and rapprochement and define our bond.
3.- Participate in the dynamics of its activities and collaborate as appropriate.
5th SCENARIO - Weaving Networks
1.- Sit down with those responsible for Fundación ACLO and Radio Pachamama to confirm
continuity
2.- According to our discernment and current contexts, develop content that corresponds to
a process of evangelization and awareness.
3.- Develop content with positive approaches that awaken and cultivate hope, good spirits;
flavoured with the Joy of the Gospel.
4.-Nourish the programs with experiences collected throughout our Marist life and mission
Term: 2022-2023

